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The development of an enterprise relies on advanced operating system, only the 
operating system is constantly updated, constantly upgrading, development of the 
enterprise will be rapid, comprehensive strength to improve, be in so fierce 
competition in the stands. Credit card post-loan management system is one of the 
typical commonly used system, from development to improve and upgrade, it fits 
every step of the demand of the daily work, every step of it and the development of 
dark gray, the convenience of work is proportional to the trade competition. 
Before the anticipation credit card overdraft collection methods is very primitive, 
list a few sheets of paper, a few staff, make a phone call and the door collection, 
standing book registration is not very convenient, the safety of the customer 
information become a very big hidden trouble. However developed post-loan 
management system of credit card (PMCC), divided into nine major parts, 
respectively, after the restructuring, loan collection management, information query, 
statistical analysis, risk warning, judicial collection, cancel after verification 
management, after the installment credit and credit information. The technical support 
for credit card collection are covered. From the collection to the parameter registration, 
from information query to the locking overdue accounts, in the long overdue to bad 
debt cancel after verification, from tasks to statistical analysis, dance embodies the 
comprehensive and advanced. 
In  this thesis introduces the system contains nine big plate, analyze each plate 
covered by the content and the important role, detailed elaborated the credit card 
post-loan management system is a comprehensive and advanced。 
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  5                    
第二章 系统需求分析 




















































































图 2-1  系统业务分配图 
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